THE PETER J SHIELDS INTERVIEWS

In 1988, just a few months before the results of the dating of the Shroud by the C14 method were officially made known, an Australian radio station held a series of in-depth interviews about the Shroud and what was known and expected at the time. The programme included interviews with Rex Morgan, Ian Wilson, Walter McCrone, Vernon Miller, Dr Alan Adler and Fr Peter Rinaldi. In July 2001, fourteen years after the original interviews, the original tapes were broadcast again, this time in Las Vegas. Permission was granted to Barrie Schwortz to digitally remaster the tapes and release them, together with a personal update of more than thirty minutes recorded in July 2001. The compact discs are available from Barrie’s website store, and are recommended as an interesting record of the times, a fascinating piece of history for any Shroud enthusiast.